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Artport One: Weston’s Creative Commons
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mission
This proposal is for establishing a new space in Weston Center, to be called Artport One, devoted to
communal creativity. Artport would integrate an exhibition space for visual arts, a digital media
education facility, start-up incubation offices, culinary options, and wellness programming.

Strategy
Our business strategy is to create for Weston residents and other visitors to the town a viable
intersection between two primary activities: engaging with creativity and pursuing creative
interests. We would seek to expand options for collaborations between town residents and artisans,
writers, academics, techno-preneurs, chefs, and wellness experts. These collaborations range from:
Maker-Space: Education and project assistance for residents to learn and use 3D printing, web content
development, and other emerging forms of digital art-making
Digital Storytelling: We will embrace contemporary digital formats for storytelling through games, video,
and related narrative forms. This will extend to both instruction and enjoyment: kids can come in and
develop interactive games just as Weston’s adult residents can unleash their sense of creative play
through gaming-oriented social events.
Visual art, writing, music classes and programming: Combining facilities in Weston but also
infrastructure and resources from partner organization in neighboring towns.
Cooking demonstrations and culinary events: These could be centered around a restaurant space
organized in the buildings.
Wellness and holistic health: We will seek out yoga and mindful meditation practitioners and wellbeing /
nutrition experts who will offer regular classes and hosted conversations on topics of interest such as
aging, teen nutrition, and stress-management.
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Start-up / Incubation space: The center would encourage and provide options for area residents to
develop start-up interests. We would seek to provide events and ideation workshops for this purpose.
These could include moms collaborating on home-based business ideas to space for the town’s
technology and industry execs to socialize about career transitions.
The space will showcase a roster of electronic musicians, visual artists, virtual and augmented reality art
projects, lectures, demonstrations of new performative technologies and demoscene events. It will be a
venue for hosting art shows that bring in artists and art work curated through partner organizations just
as it will allow films to be screened in conjunction with social and culinary evenings.
Such programming would bring out the best of the Weston area’s particular endowments by crosspollinating between the town’s residents who may be connected with the arts, new creative
technologies and / or just interested in engaging and offering patronage for a creative commons.
Our strategy relies on partnering with key arts organizations in neighboring towns and further afield to
allow us to achieve a shared economy effect. Some of the initial partner organizations we are
considering include:
§

New Art Center, Newton, MA

§

DeCordova Museum, Lincoln, MA

§

Rose Art Museum, Waltham, MA

§

Boston Cyberarts, Boston, MA

§

Wellesley College Museum, Wellesley, MA

§

Peabody Essex Museum (PEM), Salem, MA

Such organizations bring top-tier expertise in managing, curating, and promoting arts and creative
projects.
A key element that we plan to investigate further through the town’s process is to determine how to
engage a culinary center / restaurant as part of our mix. This could help offset the financial costs of
operating a center but also represent another creative avenue for encouraging cross-pollination among
Weston’s changing demographic. For example, we would offer classes in Asian cooking in conjunction
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with area residents or wine collecting / appreciation courses in conjunction with wine auction houses,
and more.
Some projects we are working on include a fashion show which is conceived as a collaboration
between area fashion artists / designers; or a poetry slam that invites Weston middle and high school to
riff off and play on each other’s tweets; or even a round-table which wellness experts come together for
discussions with area residents on issues such as cultivating resilience.

Needs and Constituencies Served
A growing body of research and mainstream opinion is now pointing to the emergence of communal
creativity centers as vital commons for the evolving “gig economy”. Increasingly, professionals are going
to turn to creative pursuits during a hiatus in their professional lives or to consider different ways of
structuring their work-life-family balance. The attached article from the July 2015 issue of Atlantic
magazine titled, “The Future of Work,” underscores how an era of relative “mass affluence” that we are
moving toward can usher in a generation of culture producers.
Because Weston is an affluent town, these trends will have significant interest to stay-at-home moms
who may have professional interests, retiring or transitioning corporate execs, academics and
healthcare professionals who would like to broaden their access to culture closer to home, and
teenagers who may be interested in exploring creative projects outside the school curriculum. In
addition, the programming would address the needs of an ageing and more ethnically diverse
demographic.
Artports’s platform will thus address the needs of:
• Stay-at-home parents – need a place to explore creative production and community interaction
• Retirees - seek to deepen their engagement with new interests and cultural activities
• Teenagers - access to video, 3D printing, gaming, and web content development and education
• Other area professionals – access to low-cost incubation space and other culture programming
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Management Team
ArtPort is promoted by Raj Malhotra and will enlist core team of 2-4 other area residents and
professionals to manage the programming and develop the center’s activities. ArtPort is open to
collaborations with other town based organizations who expressed complementary goals. We will bring
in professionals such as the following based on the final business plan we develop:

Executive / Board:
Raj Malhotra, innovation entrepreneur, advisor / patron ArtAngel, Guggenheim, PEM, New Art Center
Dan Elias, Executive Director, former gallerist and host of Antiques Road Show
Curatorial:
Kathleen Smith Redman, Dir. Exhibitions, formerly curatorial associate MoMA, NYC
Casey Curry, Gallery Education, formerly education specialist MFA, Boston
George Fifield, Boston Cyberarts Director, organizer new media public arts events around Boston
Administrative:
Stephanie Dverackas, previously admin support for La Motagne Gallery (Best of Boston, 2013)
Lynn Santa Lucia, marketing specialist, author, “Female Trailblazers”, and wellness expert
Bios available upon request

Financials, Timing, and Next Steps
ArtPort will have multiple sources of income:
§

Flexible rental arrangements (to galleries, pop-ups, artist studio / creative concepts)

§

Restaurant and Culinary Options (including cooking courses, catered events)

§

Professionally Curated Arts Programming (talks, music, film)
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§

Alliances with other leading arts centers and museums (in Newton, Lincoln, Waltham, Wellesley)
from neighboring towns that enable joint funding through Mass Cultural Council and other similar
cultural grants organizations

Our plan calls for a “lean-start” methodology where we “light-up” new revenue and income options as
the space develops and we determine the sweet-spots of needs among the town residents. In turn,
through multiple interactions with town committees we have requested that we:
§

Need clarity about Weston’s Funding Commitments to developing current structure

§

Guidance on financing assistance (CPC monies, tax credits, …)

§

Preferences on Leasing vs Selling buildings that will be integrated for this community purpose

§

Need clarity about Timing and Town Approval Process

§

Access to Consultant for Engaging with Town of Weston
o

Feedback from Survey / Questionnaire on Art Center Goals and Needs

o

Gain Town feedback on preferences about Governance / Structure of Center

Based on these inputs, we would draft financial projections that are designed to build a sustainable
organization that does not depend on significant continuing subsides from the Town of Weston. Within
the ArtPort organization we have 30+ years of experience on building sustaining local arts organizations
(such as New Art Center, DeCordova among others) and world-class, lean start-ups that can deliver to
financial goals within tight management deadlines. Our team mem bers bring experience and
significant networks in financing through grants, philanthropy, gallery sales, art and
educational program m ing, m ission-driven and com m ercial bank / equity structures. This
com bination of financing experience and operating acum en is critical for the success of
a sustaining and vital creative com m ons for W eston.

We look forward to providing a detailed business plan after we have the inputs defined above and within
timelines in 2015 defined by the JST / OL working groups and related town committees.
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